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Project Guidelines:

● 7 slides minimum
● Font size no smaller than 20
● Vocabulary directed to peer audience (no cutting and 

pasting)
● Visual aid
● APA (web-based site)

http://www.citethisforme.com/


Content for each slide

1. Body/Organ/Tissue
2. Mitosis
3. Cell/organelle/gene
4. Target of treatment in body/cell
5. Mechanism (how does it work?)
6. Effectiveness (how well is it predicted to work?)
7. Side-effects (why do they occur?)



1. Cancer: Body/Organ/Tissue/Cell   Makenzie 

The part of the body, organ, and tissue that is 
affected by bladder cancer, or more specially 
urothelial carcinoma, is the kidneys, ureters, and 
the urethra. This cancer disrupts or changes the 
normal functioning of the organ/tissue by 



2. Cancer: Mitosis   Cassidy



3. Cancer: Genetics  Cassidy

The cancer affects urothelial cells



4. Treatment: Target     Mia  

- Transurethral bladder tumor resection - inserts a cystoscope 
through the urethra and the doctor uses tools to remove the 
cancer. 

- Cystectomy and lymph node dissection - for men, the 
prostate and the urethra is removed and for women the doctors 
remove the the uterus, fallopian tubes, ovaries, and maybe part 
of the vagina. They then remove the lymph nodes in the pelvis.

- Urinary diversion - If the bladder is removed then doctors will 
create a new hole for you to urinate. 



Treatment: Target (continued)

- Intravesical chemotherapy - Drugs are inserted into the urethra.

- Systemic chemotherapy - Chemotherapy goes into the 
bloodstream through an IV to reach the cancer in the body.

- Immunotherapy - Drugs designed to help the body’s natural 
defenses.

-
- Radiation therapy -



5. Mechanism    Makenzie  

The most common treatments for this cancer is



6. Effectiveness     Tim



7. Side-effects    Mia  
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